CHAPTER 25
Public relations for information and communications technologies: principles and planning
Learning outcomes

By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

■ recognise the social impact of technology
■ describe the key features of the technology industry relevant to public relations practice
■ identify the audiences targeted by the technology industry
■ detail the features of the industry that challenge public relations practice
■ identify key principles guiding the practice of public relations in the technology industry
■ recognise applications of these principles through case studies
■ apply some of these principles to example scenarios.

Structure

■ Information and communication technology (ICT): background and social impact
■ Industry characteristics
■ ICT audience characteristics
■ Public relations in the ICT industry: a model
■ Principles of ICT public relations practices

Introduction

Technology is a broad term and can be interpreted as anything from books to printers to computers. Not all technologies have the equivalent impact on our lives that information and communication technology (ICT) does. A washing machine may make the process of washing clothes easier but it does not change the need for the task to be done, it does not usually change who does it and it certainly does not change the way we relate to each other (unless it is not used at all, of course). Contrast this with the mobile phone, which has transformed where and when we choose to have telephone conversations and how those conversations are conducted (through speech, text or pictures). It is for this reason that promoting ICT products through public relations is a complex process with special responsibilities. It is not about selling washing machines. It is about creating new ways of living. (Consider Think about 25.1.)

This chapter examines how public relations is conducted in the technology industry. It refers specifically to ICT and proposes that ICT public relations should be treated as a public relations specialism in its own right. ICT companies face major challenges that do not affect producers of consumer and business products. Drawing on technology theory, the chapter proposes that the specific nature of technology products and the effects of technology on society mean that public relations practitioners must plan and execute their campaigns with particular attention to industry variables. Ethics and social awareness play an important role in shaping ICT public relations strategies.
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The ubiquitous chip

Perhaps the most important invention of the last century was the microchip, whose arrival and evolution in the last three decades of the century resulted in an explosion of innovation and computing power that continues to affect almost every part of our daily lives. Why was the chip revolutionary? Rowe and Thompson (1996) argue that the following characteristics have made it so influential:

- **Size**: Technological advances mean that chips can now be microscopic in size and still process vast amounts of information. Miniaturisation has allowed integration of computing power via the chip into a range of new devices, not least the mobile phone and personal digital assistant (PDA).
- **Cost**: Microchips are cheap to produce, their costs reducing over 100,000 times since the 1970s.
- **Reliability, speed and capacity**: At the same time as the cost and size of chips has decreased, their reliability, processing speed and processing capacity have improved and are light years ahead of traditional electronic components.
- **Flexibility**: The combination of these features means that the chip is an incredibly flexible technology. It has been integrated into old machines and has opened up possibilities for new devices, such as the laptop computer and wireless networks, that in turn offer new ways of living, working and socialising. This is perhaps the most significant contribution of the chip in terms of the way we live with each other today: its transformational power when integrated into devices that manage – and allow us to manage – information and communication in our daily lives.

The chip has also facilitated the convergence of old industries as technologies have combined to create new scenarios for consumers and businesses. The most obvious example of this is the media, entertainment and communications industries, where global enterprises operating in television, cinema, publishing, music and computing have joined forces to create multibillion dollar conglomerates with global reach. Partnerships and mergers are the norm as companies struggle to gain control over the cash cows of the future: multimedia content and distribution networks (Miles 2001). AOL-Time-Warner, Bertelsmann, Vivendi Universal and Sony are examples of such organisations.

Mattelart (2003) provides an excellent summary of the evolution of the role of information and communication technologies in society. The world we know today, governed by flows of information from one place to another, began with the emergence of mathematics as a way of understanding the world in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Since that time, mathematics has been the main tool for analysing both the natural world, through science, and the social world, through statistics. It also forms the basis of information sciences, which underpin information and communication technologies.

The growth in importance of mathematics, the resulting increase in the value and importance of information and communication and the increasing sophistication of the technologies that manage such information and communication have all created a central role for technology in our lives. However, technology is, and has always been, a social phenomenon and is not value free. Mattelart illustrates, for example, how the construction and spread of information networks is closely aligned with the dissemination of ideologies and institutional forms while others emphasise the controversies surrounding new technologies (e.g. Rowe and Thompson 1996;
**Definition:** Cultural norm means a pattern of behaviour that is considered acceptable by members of society.

**think about 25.2 Technology and communication**

How do you usually communicate with the following:

- parent or guardian
- boss
- close friends
- lecturer?

Why do you choose this form of communication?

**Feedback** You might: text your friends; email your boss or your lecturer; telephone or write to your parent or guardian. These choices are underpinned by preferences based on the particular audience – your parents may not like texts or understand how to use them. Email might be the preferred form of communication for your lecturer and boss – while your friends might not have regular access to a computer, so it would not be suitable for arranging a night out at short notice.

Rosenberg 1997; Dutton 2001). Technology generates strong reactions from those who use it. Take, for example, the Luddites – workers in the mills and clothing factories of the north of England during the early nineteenth century, who demonstrated against mechanisation by destroying new equipment designed to automate tasks previously done by hand.

As part of this reaction to technology, individuals also shape and change it to meet their own needs. Freeman (2001), Miles (2001) and Williams and Edge (2001) all argue that the use of technology is ultimately bounded by its social context. This social shaping begins in the laboratory, when researchers decide where to focus their time and effort. Once technology is released onto the marketplace, the evolution continues as feedback from users shapes the next generation of invention. This is particularly the case with ICT-based products, which are designed to be actively used by individuals and are therefore particularly prone to change and adaptation, diverging from the manufacturer’s initial vision (Mattelart 2003). Cultural norms, individual needs and group dynamics all determine how enthusiastically technologies are adopted and explain why countries differ in their uptake and use of identical technologies like email and texting. (See Box 25.1.)

**Industry characteristics**

Issues relating to the ICT industry must be addressed by public relations practitioners developing ICT campaigns (see Figure 25.1, overleaf).

**Audience breadth and depth**

Because ICT is so ubiquitous, the target audiences for an ICT campaign include consumers, government, large enterprises, small businesses, students and families. Public relations practitioners must understand how to reach and communicate simple, relevant benefits to each group. They must have relationships with both specialist and general media and analysts and be able to discuss the technology in simple terms as well as in depth, to accommodate different understandings and skill levels among these audiences.

**Industry partnerships**

The trend towards convergence means that ICT companies work together on new products and conduct joint marketing and public relations campaigns that encompass the interests of each party. Public relations practitioners create the glue for such campaigns so that...
they make sense for the audience. At the same time, managing different interests behind the scenes can be a challenge as each company jostles to get the exposure it wants.

**Pace of change**

Perhaps the most noticeable characteristic of ICT products is the speed at which they change. Advances in ICT and related technological industries (e.g. nanotechnology) are rapid as technologies advance and converge. As a result, new products or new versions of products come onto the market every year. Consumers and businesses must follow a continuous learning curve in order to keep abreast of developments. Public relations practitioners must also keep track of developments and create campaigns that help individuals and organisations along this learning curve.

**Magnitude of change**

The scale of some changes – between versions of products, for example – may be relatively small and perceived to be unimportant by target audiences. This is known as *incremental change*. Staff may not care whether their computer takes less time to boot up and process information. Consumers may not notice that their mobile phone ‘drops’ fewer calls than it used to. However, manufacturers promote such incremental changes to justify releasing new versions of their products. It falls to the public relations practitioner to make them interesting enough to justify news coverage.

When a product represents a major technological advance, this is known as a *step change*, and it presents a different challenge. The advent of a mobile phone small enough to fit into a handbag or jacket pocket, for example, was the first time that the device really lived up to its name. Combined with user-friendly and reliable software, it resulted in one of the fastest adopted technologies in history. Similarly, reliable email software has transformed the nature of communication both at work and home. In these situations, the value of the product can be hard to communicate because audiences may not understand the technology and cannot envisage the scenarios for its use. Public relations campaigns must generate visions of the future for consumers and businesses in order to create the demand for their products. These visions are potentially extremely powerful and may ultimately become reality, depending on the ability of the technology to live up to the promises made and the way in which people ultimately use the product.
Commoditisation

Basic ICT technologies are cheap to produce and even cheaper to copy. This has resulted in a huge number of devices – mobile phones, computers and laptops – on the market, driving prices down and widening access for consumers. As a result, such devices are no longer the preserve of the rich but are becoming a commodity, a ‘matter of course’ purchase for those with the money and time to access them. As commoditisation continues and the flood of products increases, manufacturers have to think of new ways to make a product stand out in the marketplace and public relations campaigns play a key role in this process.

**Definition:** Commoditisation describes the process whereby a new product or service – in this case, for example, a technological device such as the washing machine – becomes an everyday item of purchase.

Past pitfalls

Despite its prevalence in our lives, ICT is very new and can be subject to problems. Its history is marked by mistakes as well as successes. Journalists, consumers and businesses remember errors and broken promises. Public relations practitioners need to know and understand the impact of such stories to foresee potential obstacles and pitfalls in campaigns that might otherwise unconsciously repeat the same mistakes. (See Activity 25.1.)

**Activity 25.1**

**How to send an email**

Ask an older friend or relative what they were using to communicate when they were your age. The answer will not be email or a mobile, but more likely fax and landline telephones – and perhaps the humble pen and paper might make an appearance!

Now put yourself in the position of training someone who has never seen an email programme to use the system for the first time. Write down the sequence of events needed to send your first email message, from opening up the email programme, to pressing the send button. Don’t just consider the process, but also anticipate the kinds of question they might ask and the confusion they might feel when facing a computer screen for the first time.

ICT audience characteristics

There are three main audiences for ICT public relations campaigns: individuals; organisations; and government or legislative bodies. All consider certain common issues when deciding whether or not to adopt new or existing technologies, although these issues are viewed differently by each group (Figure 25.2). Public relations practitioners must recognise these issues and address them in ways that meet the needs and concerns of each audience.
Relevance

Not everyone is interested in new technologies. Unless a product is relevant, individuals and organisations are unlikely to purchase it. New technologies require significant investments in time and effort on the part of individuals and organisations and such investments need to be justified. Moreover, new technologies can create disruption in the workplace as new work practices are introduced, expectations of staff change, information is shared more widely and cultural norms shift. Public relations practitioners have to demonstrate how the benefits of a particular product outweigh these personal and organisational costs, usually making life and work easier and more enjoyable. However, they must balance these inspirational scenarios with the need to manage expectations; often new technologies are flawed and user feedback results in improvements in later versions. If there is too great a gap between anticipation and reality, users may abandon both the current version as well as future, improved products.

Saturation

Attention is a scarce resource. Like other areas of public relations, ICT campaigns compete for attention among their audiences. Their task is made more difficult when they are discussing incremental change. For example, when your audience has multiple mobile phone manufacturers selling them up to 30 different phones at any one time, designing a campaign to promote a new ‘look’ that offers few tangible improvements in usability can be challenging. Generating the excitement and anticipation that will sell a new product is often easier said than done for public relations practitioners. Often, it involves promoting associations with the product or brand, rather than publicising the product or brand itself.

Feedback

Because technology is a social phenomenon, feedback from users, about how it is being used, what concerns

PICTURE 25.1  Because technology is accessible in many public places, there is often an assumption that this means it is accessible to all. This is often not the case. (Source: Photo Disc.)
are being raised about its use and how those concerns might be addressed, is essential for governments and organisations trying to manage its impact. Public relations is an important tool through which such information can be obtained; a feedback loop should be built into campaigns wherever possible.

**Ethical data management**

Through ICT, organisations and government have access to much more data about individuals than used to be the case. Social concerns about the abuse of this data by both government and individual companies echo the ‘Big Brother’ scenario depicted in George Orwell’s novel, *1984*, where all aspects of individual life are scrutinised and monitored. Public relations practitioners must acknowledge and engage in this debate and ensure they observe government policies as well as minimum ethical standards and practices suggested by government and organisations to prevent the misuse of personal data in this way.

**Data security**

New products may also present new opportunities for abuse of personal and company data by third parties and criminals. More and more organisations and government departments hold information about our personal lives, including shopping habits, home address, banking and credit history and employment details. Governments have realised the need to work together with organisations to set minimum standards for data security in order to avoid misuse of this valuable, but private, information. New legislation can deal with new types of crimes such as hacking (illegally breaking into an organisation’s computer network and misusing company and individual data found there). Only when consumers are sure that their personal information will not be compromised will they be comfortable using new technologies. Public relations practitioners can advise on what levels of security are possible and what kinds of limitations are acceptable to industries interested in using data legitimately to meet commercial objectives. Campaigns should ensure such concerns are addressed and educate individuals and organisations in the need to adopt proactive practices to protect their own data (for example, regularly updating anti-virus software or not opening emails from unknown parties).

**Digital divide**

The use of technology is now a route to accessing information, social networks and social provision. However, not everyone has equal access to technology. Financial resources, time and skill levels all affect the ability of individuals to use and benefit from new developments in ICT. Older people find it harder to learn new skills; poorer families find it difficult to finance a computer at home; single mothers in a full-time job may not have time to use the internet to find out about new benefit entitlements. Generally, people who are already financially and socially disadvantaged are unlikely to have the same access to technology in the home or at school as more privileged individuals. This not only affects their ability to engage with each other effectively in a technology-driven world, but also has the potential to affect their ability to engage in society and social networks (Norris 2000). For example, as email becomes an increasingly popular mode of communication, those who do not have a computer at home may start to lose out on social contact with their families and friends.

The exclusion of certain groups from new technologies has led to the spectre of the ‘digital divide’ – a world of technology ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’ where social participation is dependent on involvement with technology (Warschauer 2003). Public relations practitioners can act as advocates for these groups with organisations and government, communicate private and government-led initiatives that might help improve their access to technology, and promote the important debate about the social impact of technology. (See Case study 25.1, overleaf.)

**Risks to vulnerable groups**

The advent of new technologies has also led to new types of risk in society. For example, children using the internet may be exposed unwittingly to pornographic sites while surfing. The lack of safeguards on the internet also means they are more vulnerable to predatory adults than would be the case if they met face to face in the company of others. Elderly people, by the same token, might be susceptible to unscrupulous individuals offering to help them through a new, technology-based process for claiming benefits, while simultaneously gaining access to their personal finances. Society struggles to come to grips with these new risks and expectations weigh heavily on manufacturers as well as policy makers to improve security and protection. Public relations practitioners must engage with government, organisations and individuals to explain the nature of the risk and outline potential solutions, such as filtering websites, improving parental control or introducing new security requirements. (See Case study 25.2, overleaf, and Mini case study 25.1, p. 492.)
Having seen all the different elements that create the context for, and requirements of, public relations in the ICT industry, we can propose a basic model that illustrates the connections between public relations, audiences and their adoption and shaping of technology (Figure 25.3, overleaf).

Following Figure 25.3 from left to right, the process of public relations in the ICT industry begins with the creation of a new product or service, based on new technology. Marketing campaigns are initiated to promote the product, targeted at individuals and organisations. These individuals and organisations take into account a number of factors while considering whether or not to adopt the new product or service.

At this point the role of public relations is three-fold. Campaigns must complement marketing campaigns in the messages they communicate about a product or service (shown by the dotted line connecting public relations campaigns and marketing and sales). They also address some of the concerns of organisations and individuals, through education and clarification about the product and how it can be
Having established itself as a credible market leader in mobile voice and data communications, Vodafone UK wanted to broaden its reputation by addressing broader lifestyle changes that the use of its technology had introduced, particularly in the workplace.

While changes in working lives were relevant to all businesses, not least to Vodafone itself, the company had to find a credible way of discussing them. As a market leader, the company was generally recognised for its expertise in producing mobile products and services – but not for its understanding of broader business issues. Given this gap, the objective of the chosen activity was to establish the company as a thought leader on changing working practices affecting UK businesses, to highlight potential issues arising from these changes and to establish the real-life context for Vodafone products and services.

Vodafone decided to initiate a two-stage research project, called Working Nation. The first stage, carried out in early 2004, involved qualitative interviews with industry and opinion leaders, politicians and academics to establish exactly what issues businesses faced, particularly in light of new technologies being used in the workplace. This first stage was so productive that Vodafone decided to extend the second planned stage of research and execute a series of quantitative surveys over a period of time, which would provide more in-depth information about specific issues raised in the qualitative interviews.

The first Working Nation report, ‘Young Guns, Mature Minds’, was launched in September 2004 and addressed generational differences in the workforce, how businesses could ensure they valued the skills of both young and old employees and bridge the generation gap between the two groups so that each could learn from the other.

The Working Nation report was launched using four simultaneous public relations strategies.

The formal launch event was hosted by the company’s new Chief Executive, Bill Morrow, for media, industry leaders and other opinion leaders. Father and son broadcasters, Peter and Dan Snow, complemented the presentation of results with anecdotes about the differences between their roles and how they perceived each other from different ends of the age spectrum.

At the same time a regional radio campaign was conducted across the country, fronted by James Cracknell, a member of Britain’s Olympic rowing team. He discussed the survey results, which included regional data relevant to regional media, and also talked about his own experience in an industry where youth, rather than age, is assumed to be a prerequisite for success. Some stations were so taken with the topic that they created an extended feature, using their reporters to source additional material for the story.

The needs of national broadcast media were met throughout the day, with features on CNN, BBC Breakfast, BBC Radio 4 and BBC Radio 5 Live, among others. Finally, national and regional print media were offered material for more in-depth coverage of the Working Nation report to create follow-on stories in their next-day editions.

The report itself was sent to 1,000 journalists, key influencers, company stakeholders and organisations who would be particularly interested in the topic – such as the Third Age Employment Network.

The response to Vodafone’s initiative was positive, generating interesting debate both internally and externally. The issue of the ageing workforce was particularly relevant to UK businesses, which ensured that the approaches made to journalists were productive – even if they knew little about the company beforehand. Extensive coverage was generated as a result of the different public relations tactics employed, and the inclusion of opinion leaders and personalities who were not linked to Vodafone gave the story additional interest and credibility. The report itself has been circulated beyond even Vodafone’s expectations – some organisations have proactively made contact with Vodafone to express their enthusiasm for the initiative.

Source: vodafone.co.uk
The model, and the preceding discussion, illustrates the complexity of the process of public relations for ICT companies. This model illustrates only campaigns that relate specifically to promotion of a product or service. Practitioners are often also required to conduct educational campaigns, focused specifically on shifting an audience’s position on a particular issue (e.g. security or ease of use). Alternatively, they may be asked to reposition a product or service, to refresh perceptions or highlight a new feature that may improve relevance to certain audiences.

Because they have such influence on the way we live, companies that produce ICT products are heavily scrutinised and have particularly high demands placed on them in terms of their contribution to society. This emphasis on social responsibility has meant that companies like Microsoft, Compaq and Dell are increasingly investing in corporate-level public relations campaigns, aimed at improving the image and reputation of their organisations.

While this image and reputation is linked to the products and services companies produce and the image presented by marketing and branding campaigns, the dynamics of public relations here are different. Campaigns working on reputation must be longer term and flexible, constantly catching up with society’s expectations. The opportunity for practitioners to be organisational activists (see definition of this in Chapter 9) is even stronger in these contexts, since knowledge of public perceptions is invaluable in helping organisations to modify their behaviour – and their products and services – to be more acceptable to audiences across the world.

Principles of ICT public relations practice

In practical terms, public relations practice in the ICT industry must take into account all these considerations.
when planning and managing campaigns. Some generic principles of operation can be applied to the process, as well as actual steps in planning ICT campaigns. These are now outlined.

**Principles of operation**

**Recognise the power of ‘futurology’**

Chapter 9 on public relations theories outlined the power of public relations as a mechanism through which reality is constructed, by dint of public relations materials being used as a main source of news by journalists. This argument becomes even more important for public relations practitioners in the technology industry, who are often required to ‘invent’ scenarios that highlight product capabilities in as yet unknown situations. This ability to paint a credible yet inventive picture of the future is fundamental to selling new products, particularly in step change scenarios. Public relations practitioners must recognise the influence they have here in creating possible futures and be particularly careful about the multiple implications of these possible scenarios, including effects on the way we socialise and interact, conduct relationships and control our lives.

**Centrality of ethics**

Technology never operates in isolation but has knock-on effects on the way we live and work. Public relations practitioners are therefore not simply promoting an ICT product or service, but must recognise that new ways of being are fundamental to the emergence and evolution of their products and services. As proponents of these new ways of being, practitioners have a responsibility to encourage ethical use of technologies and protection for those who may be made vulnerable as a result of their introduction.

**Focus on education**

The breadth of skill level and range of uses for a single technology among different audiences means
that ICT public relations campaigns frequently revolve around education. Explanations of the technology as well plain benefit statements can be part of the core messages in the campaign or may evolve as the campaign continues over time. A practitioner’s ability to translate complex situations and provide simple explanations is fundamental to the success of these campaign elements.

Create active audiences
ICT public relations practitioners must educate their audiences not only in the benefits of the technologies, but also in their responsibilities in using the technologies. For example, they may encourage audiences to use a free email system developed by their client, but they also need to explain how to avoid spam and prevent viruses by using appropriate spam-blocking and anti-virus software. They may vigorously promote a new internet site for children, but should make parents aware of the dangers of letting children use the internet unsupervised and exposing them to undesirable or unsuitable sites. In this sense, ICT public relations

activity 25.2

Technology public relations consultancies
Search the internet for technology public relations consultancies. Visit four or five sites and look at their case study archives. Take two or three case studies and, in light of the considerations discussed in this chapter, ask the following questions about each one:

1. What industry, audience and/or organisational characteristics might have affected their perception of the product being promoted?
2. What techniques did the public relations practitioners use to address these characteristics, either to minimise their impact or to make the most of them?

Now go to the homepage of the company featured in each case study:

3. How do the messages on the website try to differentiate the company from its competitors?
4. Is there anywhere on the site that mentions issues related to the social impact of their products, either in a positive way or by addressing some of the potential issues it might raise, such as digital divide-related problems?
demands an active response from audiences – one of the hardest things to achieve through a public relations campaign.

Complex simplicity
ICT products and technologies can be highly complex yet are often targeted at different audiences whose understanding and skill levels range from absolutely nil to extremely good. At the same time, these companies must engage with government and policy makers, since new technologies have new implications for society. One campaign, therefore, may need to encompass a whole spectrum of messages, each of which needs to be simple and relevant to a particular audience segment. Public relations strategies must be versatile and adaptable, keeping core messages consistent but allowing enough flexibility for each audience clearly and consistently to understand the relevance to them.

Campaign planning
The generic principles just outlined provide guidance for decisions about how to develop campaigns. In addition, the considerations outlined in this chapter can be interpreted as practical steps in the campaign planning process. Figure 25.4 outlines these steps.

The process of analysis following the receipt of the campaign brief from the client is equivalent to the PEST (EPISTLE) or SWOT analysis that should be carried out as part of the campaign process (see Chapter 2). ICT campaigns have specific considerations that should always be taken into account based on the three main areas: audiences, industry/product and the clients involved. Once this analytical stage is complete, the development of the actual strategy for the campaign and the tactics to address each audience must be done on a tailored basis. At this point, ICT practitioners can revert to standard public relations planning processes while taking the generic principles of operation into account. (See Activity 25.2 and Case study 25.3, overleaf.)

FIGURE 25.4 ICT campaign planning
Microsoft produces software for businesses and individuals around the world. One of its flagship products is Microsoft Office, a suite of applications for desktop and laptop computers including Excel (numerical spreadsheets), Word (text documents), Outlook (email) and Powerpoint (presentations). The first version of Microsoft Office was introduced in 1990; by 2005 10 versions of Office had been launched in total.

Office 2003, launched in October 2003 in the UK, was a different animal from previous versions. Microsoft’s research had found that integrating information and pooling intelligence across organisations was one of the biggest barriers to improving productivity for many businesses. Genuine teamwork was relatively difficult to achieve, particularly across offices in different geographical locations.

Based on these findings, Microsoft’s software development teams had focused in particular on the ability of Office applications to ‘talk’ to one another and to external software. While there were some new ‘bells and whistles’, the greatest innovation in Office 2003 was the integration between the different applications.

The nature of the changes made in Office 2003, and the history of the product itself, meant that Microsoft UK was faced with a number of challenges for the launch. Office 2003 was the tenth version of Office in 14 years. Both users and journalists were suffering from ‘launch fatigue’, characterised by cynicism about yet another version being released and sceptism about its capabilities.

Office was perceived by users and journalists as a suite of tools that made desk-based work simpler. It was not recognised as software that could revolutionise information sharing and teamworking. Microsoft UK had to change the way people thought about and used Office, working against 13 years of history to broaden perceptions of its value to individuals and businesses.

Previous launches had focused primarily on ‘bells and whistles’, based on the improved content and capabilities of the software applications. However, innovations in Office 2003 were more to do with the way the different software applications worked together, rather than with visible changes in the applications themselves. The old product-based strategy was not effective – a new way of discussing Office had to be found.

The changes in Office 2003 were highly technical – senior, non-technical managers and business media would find it difficult to understand. Microsoft UK had to find a way to explain the technology in terms that were meaningful for these business audiences, but without alienating software experts, who would still be interested in the launch.

Microsoft had to start moving away from its image as a software production and sales organisation, instead presenting itself as an organisation in touch with business needs in the twenty-first century. It had to discuss business and market dynamics, rather than product characteristics. Only then would people believe that it could produce a tool like Office 2003, designed first and foremost with business needs in mind.

In light of the launch challenges, the strategy and tactics adopted by Microsoft UK represented a new departure for the company’s product public relations.

**Education, education, education**

Given the need to change perceptions of Office, the campaign had to educate audiences on changes in business and highlight how Office could help meet new organisational challenges. Education takes time, so regular contact with key media and analysts began early. Workshops, media tours, press releases and face-to-face interviews were used in tandem to ensure audiences understood the relevance and quality of Office 2003.

**Change the perspective used to discuss the product**

For Office 2003 product promotion began not with the product but with the customer. Spokespeople explained how business had changed since Office was first developed. Instead of just talking about email, spreadsheets and documents with media, analysts and customers, they discussed new business needs: sharing information in real time, teamwork across remote sites, combining ideas from all areas of the organisation and creating competitive business strategies.

**Address new audiences**

Historically, IT managers – the holders of IT budgets – had been the core audience for Microsoft’s product launches and were very familiar with the company. In contrast, Office 2003’s success depended on its credibility as a strategic business tool. Senior business managers, who would understand the wider relevance of Office and drive demand among IT managers, became a key audience. However, they had no detailed knowledge of Microsoft or its products. Communications with them had to be on target and credible.

**Tailor the media mix and the story**

Corresponding to the change in audiences, Microsoft UK also had to change its media targets, integrating publications read by senior, non-technical managers. For the first time, business media such as the *Financial Times* and *The Economist* were part of the core...
media for the product launch. Spokespeople had to discuss business issues rather than product features when they met business journalists.

**Use partners and customers to ‘translate’ jargon**

The launch of Office 2003 incorporated participation from partners who had deployed Office 2003 early and could explain the difference it made in simple terms. By putting Office 2003 in a familiar context with meaningful examples, their stories demonstrated how technology could address business objectives effectively.

**Retain technical interest and reputation**

While the business argument would drive take-up of Office 2003, it could not do so unless the software were effective and reliable. The interest of the technology media in the nuts and bolts of the product still had to be met in order to generate a solid reputation for the new product prior to the launch.

The campaign build-up included:

- opinion pieces and feature articles about business challenges, placed in business and IT publications
- a business workshop, emphasising the relevance of Office 2003 to business issues
- feature stories on the successful early adoption of Office 2003 in partner organisations
- regular press releases highlighting different capabilities of Office 2003
- a series of tailored, face-to-face interviews with all target media
- a live demonstration of the product for all media prior to launch
- a product review program for technical and business media
- a technical workshop on the product, held in the USA and examining the nuts and bolts of the software.

Ongoing dialogue was maintained between the US-based development team and key technical journalists in the UK. In addition, senior business managers were individually briefed by senior technical journalists from Microsoft, who often held similar positions in the organisation and could speak from experience about the dilemmas they faced.

The launch event continued and extended the educational theme of the build-up. Representatives from Henley School of Management and the London School of Economics discussed how technology could change the business landscape and open up new opportunities for people to relate to each other. Partners who had trialled the new software joined Microsoft to explain how Office had removed barriers to cooperation within their organisations, improving teamworking and productivity.

The structure of the campaign was effective: press coverage was plentiful among business and technical publications, containing clear messages about the value of Office 2003 from a business perspective. For the first time, business journalists featured Microsoft spokespeople expressing their views on the challenges facing UK organisations and potential solutions for those challenges. Technical journalists covered the launch extensively and generally produced favourable reviews of the product.

Discussions about the product moved towards an issues-based agenda rather than being led purely by product features. This simultaneously created a new role for Microsoft as an organisation with important views about the business landscape. The involvement of academics and customers in the campaign also helped reinforce Microsoft’s credibility as a source of intelligent opinion on general business issues, not just technology. (See Think about 25.3.)

**Source:** used with kind permission of microsoft.co.uk

---

**think about 25.3**

**Microsoft case study**

1. To what degree do you think Microsoft’s strategy was based on recognition of the social impact of Office in the workplace?
2. If you were launching a new mobile phone, which, like Office, had many previous versions, how would you address the issue of ‘launch fatigue’ among audiences and the media?
3. Which of the industry characteristics outlined in the chapter can you identify in this case study as factors that affected the launch of Office 2003?
4. In your own words, and based on the organisational context outlined in the chapter, explain why customers might object to adopting a new version of Office in their organisations.
5. This case study outlines Microsoft strategy to attract the attention of businesses which might be interested in Office 2003. Based on the individual context outlined in the chapter, what problems do you think it might face when launching a new version of Office to home computer users like you, your parents or your fellow students? How would you make the product more appealing to them?
6. Microsoft was asking people to use Office to change the way they worked, in order to improve business outcomes. How ethical do you think its strategy is?
Summary

This chapter has outlined the particular circumstances surrounding public relations in the ICT industries. The social nature of technology means that this area is not as straightforward as it might seem for public relations practitioners. While their role may be ostensibly to promote a product or service, they are, in fact, charged with offering new ways of living. They must:

- manage highly varied environments
- be completely at ease with complex technologies
- discuss them with experts and novices alike
- offer relevance and create desire across a very broad range of audiences
- constantly feed public concerns and perceptions back to the organisation
- make ethical, responsible use of the power they wield, putting education and simplicity at the centre of their campaigns and generating active engagement from audiences.

Practitioners have already recognised technology public relations as a specialism, but few scholars have engaged with this area in any depth. This chapter represents a first attempt to make sense of the technology context for public relations in practice.
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